
B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 1 
ADJECTIVES

caring        independent       satisfied        trustworthy      creative
loyalist          compassionate      indecisive    inflexible   sensitive

ambitious       potential    self-aware      self-confident    concerned
insecure           tough

1.   Jane is ________________________________ and makes beautiful dolls from old material.

2.   She is a kind, _________________________ person who never says anything to hurt others.

3.   She’s _____________________ and supports her friends no matter what they decide to do.

4.   I am __________________________________ with my exam results. I did very well.

5. She’s so _____________________  – she can never make up her mind which clothes to wear!

6. I am ____________________________________________ about doing well in the interview.

7. She is a ___________________________________________ nurse and the patients like her.

8. He is __________________________ and wants to work for UNICEF when he leaves school.

9. My dad’s ___________________________ in his ideas so don’t even try to change his mind!

10. He is very _________________________ and wants to own an electronics company one day.

11. He’s really ________________________________, and needs to be encouraged all the time.

12. She has the ____________________________________________ to be a professional dancer.

13. Studying psychology makes you more ____________________________________________.

14. He lives alone in a flat because he likes being ______________________________________.

15. John won’t tell anyone about your problem, as he is very ______________________________.

16. He pretends to be___________________________________________, but he is actually kind.

Practice makes perfect!
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 1 
VERBS

Put the verbs in the correct form.

come to terms with            determine           come down with  
come across as           explore         in charge of           depend on 

 observe           rely on            manage            interfere

1. He____________________________________________ a bad cold, and missed the match.

2. Your examination results ____________________________ which university you will go to.

3. It was difficult to ____________________________________________ losing my job.

4. She _______________ being very shy, but she’s actually quite funny and tells a lot of   jokes.

5.   I can always __________________________________________________ him to help me.

6.   Jim is ____________________________________________ the waiters at that restaurant.

7. We spent all day ____________________________________________ the caves in Spain.

8. He ___________________________________ the birds as they built their nest in the garden.

9. I can ___________________________________________ my old car; it never breaks down.

10. I am not very good at maths, but I studied hard and _____________ to pass my maths exam.

11. Stop ____________________________________________________ in other people’s lives.

Practice makes perfect!
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 1 
NOUNS

discipline         quality         leader          perfectionist 
 peacemaker        impression      good looks       unemployment 

charity             flu            a word of warning           fairness

1.   The architect was a __________________________ and checked his design very carefully.

2.   The ___________ of the school Theatre Club decides which play is performed at Christmas.

3.   My mother is the ____________ in our family, and stops my brother and me from fighting.

4. Honesty and kindness are two important _______________________ in someone’s character.

5. He made a really good __________________ on my parents – they thought he was wonderful.
 

6. She has the __________________________ to study hard without pressure from her parents.

7. _________________________________ is an important quality to have if you are a teacher.

8. That teacher’s nice, but _____________________________________; she gets angry easily.

9. The World Wildlife Fund is a _____________________, which helps to protect wild animals.

10. I had the __________________________________ last week, and was in bed for three days.

11. _________________________________ is a serious problem in certain parts of the country.

12. His ______________________________________________ helped him get a job as a model.

Practice makes perfect!
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 2 
VERBS

Put the verbs in the correct form.

gasp         plead           dare              drain           contemplate
drag             cooperate           get over               get away with

drag            descend             scramble           spill             convince
destroy               swirl

1.   The fire completely ____________________________________________ the building.

2.   I wasn’t sure, but she _________________________________ me that it was a great idea.

3. I filled the bath with too much water and it ____________________ onto the bathroom floor.

4. She __________________________________ up the rocks to get away from the rising water.

5. The water poured into the boat, _____________________________________ around her feet.

6. He ____________________________________________ the church steps to the street below.

7. He ________________________________________ in amazement when he saw his new bike.

8. He _____________________________________________ his heavy suitcase onto the train.

9. The poor woman sat in the road, _______________________________________ for  help.

10. I didn’t _____________________________________ touch the snake, but my brother did.

11. They _______________________________ their swimming pool as they no longer used it.

12. I ________________________________ the possibility of going to Athens for the weekend.

13. They don’t have many customers and are having difficulty ______________________ their 
       heads above  water.

14. The members of the team __________________________________ to get the job finished.

15. It took us a long time to __________________________________________ the accident.

16. The police never knew he’d taken the money, so he ____________________  the robbery.

Practice makes perfect!
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 2 
NOUNS

flood          tranquility          palm          drought           whirlpool
current           clump            hurricane            earthquake

conditions           shipwreck              avalanche            tornado        torrent

1.   The _______________ moved through the town, knocking down everything in its path.

2. She opened the window and a ______________________________ of water flooded in.

3. Three houses were buried by the ___________________________________________.

4. They found gold coins lying beneath the _____________________________________.

5. The ____________________________________________ in the hospital were very bad.

6   The 1999 ______________________________________ in Athens caused a lot of damage.

7.    During the __________________ last summer, the ground dried up and many plants died.

8.   The _________________________________________ knocked down a tree in our garden.

9.   There were _________________________________________ trees all along the sea front.

10.   He loves the _______________________________________ of the lake where he fishes.

11. It rained so hard that there was a _____________________________________________.

12. On the edge of the field stood a _______________________________________ of trees.

13. The child got caught in a ____________________, and was almost pulled under the water.

14. There is a strong ________________________ in that river, so it’s not safe to swim to there.

Practice makes perfect!
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 2 
ADJECTIVES

initial           exhausted            relieved           massive
 tremendous           overturned           terror-stricken          derailed

 thunderous           contorted

1.   After visiting the dentist, his mouth was ______________________________________.

2. There was __________________________________ applause after the president’s speech.

3 The train became ______________________________________ as a result of the accident.

4. She sat ____________________________________ at the sight of the snake in front of her.

5. The man climbed out of his ____________________ car, unable to believe he was still alive.

6. When our team won, the noise in the stadium was ________________________________.

7. A ______________________________________ crowd waited for the president to arrive.

8. The journey was awful, and she was _________________________________ to get home.

9. After the race, he was _________________________________________ and went to bed.

10. On arriving at the college, my _______________________ task was to find the classroom.

Practice makes perfect!
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 3
VERBS

Put the verbs in the correct form.

deliver          broadcast          sign up          enroll           persuade 
compare           imitate            put          claim          reveal          invest

1.   He ________________________________ some of his salary aside every month.

2. Young people sometimes _____________________ behavior that they see on TV.

3. I ____________________________________________ the prices of the two cars.

4. At first she said no, but he __________________________ her to go out with him.

5. She ________________________________________ in a Spanish class at college.

6. I’ve __________________________________________________ for the school trip.

7. The wildlife documentary will be ____________________ on ET1 on Friday evening.

8. He _______________________________ he had worked as a trainer for Olympiakos.

9. The TV documentary _______________________ how bad smoking is for our health.

10. _______________________________ money in a business can be risky, so be careful.

11. The postman ____________________________ the post twice a day in the town center.

Practice makes perfect!
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 3 
NOUNS

income           punishment         market          introduction
 finance         survey          force          gender          amount

youngster        cause         generation            purchase         budget
cheque

1. I have a ________________________________ of €100 a month for entertainment.

2. After comparing prices, I made my ____________________________________.

3. Today’s younger _________________________ is not so keen on reading books.

4. You need ____________________ to lift that heavy box.

5. I am interested in ___________________________, and would like to work in a bank.

6. You came home late, there’s no TV for a week as a ___________________________.

7. I don’t have any cash on me – can I give you a ______________________________?

8. She gets an _____________________________________________ from making hats.

9 The students did a ______________________ to see how many people used the 
library every day.

10. There are many mobile phones on the _______________________________________.

11. We were given an ____________________ to computer skills in the first year of school.

12. Try to limit the ________________________________________ of junk food you eat.

13. The hospital records the weight, length and ____________________ of all newborn babies.

14. ___________________________________________ today like playing computer games.

15. Unemployment is believed to be the ____________________________ of the rise in crime.

Practice makes perfect!
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 3 
ADJECTIVES & ADVERBS

curious            totally          accurate           effective            yearly
 sensibly               cool                  entirely            wisely         affected 

essential                   spontaneous             occasional

1. I enjoy  a(n) _______________________________ bar of chocolate during the week.

2. His reaction was ____________________________ ; he kissed her without thinking.

3. It is ______________________________ to know how to use a computer these days.

4. He wears ____________________ clothes and listens to unusual music.  I think he’s great!

5. This face cream is very ___________________________________ for getting rid of spots.

6. The child was so _____________________________ she couldn’t stop asking questions.

7. Make sure that the details on the cheque are _____________________ before you sign it.

8. His ______________________________________________ income is over 30.000 euros.

9. Because he had drunk at the party, he behaved _________________ and didn’t drive home.

10. Peter uses his time _______________________ and always does his homework first.

11. He was so ___________________ by his illness as a child that he decided to study medicine.

12. George was _________________________________ wrong to tell her to leave the party.

13. I told him I thought he was right and that I agreed with him _____________________.

Practice makes perfect!
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 4
ADJECTIVES 

abused           homeless              various              miserable 
fluent          unique        voluntary             impolite 

underprivileged                 embarrassed

1. She helps ________________________________________ children in Africa.

2. He’s ________________________________________ and sleeps under a bridge.

3. ________________________ children usually grow up with emotional problems.

4. She does __________________________________ work at the children’s home.

5. I’ve had ______________________________________ ideas for writing a book.

6. This watch has been specially made for me so it is _________________________.

7. It is _________________________________ to take a biscuit without asking, Tom.

8. She is ___________________________________________ in Spanish and German.

9. I am really _____________________________ because I can’t go to the party tonight.

10. I was ___________________________ because my trousers had a dirty mark on them.

Practice makes perfect!
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 4 
NOUNS 

poverty        rehearsal         drop-out          expertise          confidence
industry         shelter         booking         immigrant          distribution

on the verge of            survival          concept         persuasion
 self-discipline            struggle             scholarship          hopelessness

1. She does voluntary work at a ______________________________ for the homeless.

2. She has the ____________________________________ to make new friends easily.

3. Today’s _______________________________________ for the play was really tiring!

4. ____________________ is becoming a major problem in some capital cities of Europe.

5. I need your computer _____________________________ to help me with this problem.

6. The advertising ______________________________ in Greece is developing very fast.

7. A school _______________________ at 15, he started his own business when he was 20.

8. I am __________________________________________ finishing my photography course.

9. He faced many difficulties in his ____________________ to become a professional athlete. 

10. She received a ________________________________________________ to study music.

11. The animal’s ability to find food affected its chances of ____________________________.

12. I like your___________________________ for the new advertisement, but will it work?

13. He is involved in the ___________________________ of newspapers all over the country.

14. __________________________________________ is important when  you are on a diet.

15. __________________________________ leads many young people to drugs and alcohol.

16. She is very skilled in the art of __________________ , so she will make a great saleswoman.

17. There is an increasing number of ________________________________ living in Greece.

18. We made a ________________________________ for dinner at our favourite restaurant.

Practice makes perfect!
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 4 
VERBS

Put the verbs in the correct form.

doubt     encourage          interrupt        put through          there’s no point
put up with               join            put forward     

      acquire            release             transform                       participate

1. He ___________________________________  in the school writing competition.

2. I ___________________________ my own personal stories into children’s books.

3. She’s just _________________________ a new album which is selling really well.

4. During her Spanish course, she ______________ a knowledge of Spanish cooking.

5. She ____________________________ an interesting plan for the new sports centre.

6. She _______________________________________ the dance group two years ago.

7. ___________________ tidying up these toys because Timmy’s friends are coming to 
play in a minute.

8. I had  to __________________ my little brother on Saturday while Mum was shopping.

9. They _______________________ a new programme to find shelter for the homeless.

10. The headmaster ________________________________ our lesson twice this morning.

11. Don’t allow children to watch films which ________________________ bad behavior.

12. I __________________________ that he could learn to play the piano, but I was wrong.

Practice makes perfect!
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 5 
NOUNS

colleague        mission             martial arts              determination 
effort              victory          session           obstacle          gadget

on the edge             curiosity            agility           life raft         legend

1. She loves buying new kitchen ____________________________________.

2. I’ve got a recording ______________________________ at the studio today.

3 Liverpool celebrated their 2-0 __________________________ over Arsenal.

4. Your _____________________ is to find out what they are really making in that factory.

5 Her new ________________________________ are very nice, and she’s happy at work.

6. He deserves a prize for the amount of ___________________ he put into his schoolwork.

7. His _________________________________________ helped him to win the competition.

8. ______________________________________ , such as karate and judo are very popular.

9. The book’s hero lives _______________________________ between right and wrong.

10. ________________________ about how machines work led me to become a mechanic.

11. The acrobat performed  the moves with speed and _______________________________.

12. When the Titanic sank, there were not enough ___________________ for all the passengers.

13. Is there any truth in the ______________________________ of King Arthur and Camelot?

14. Despite many ______________________ , she succeeded in becoming a tennis champion.

Practice makes perfect!
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 5 
ADJECTIVES

innocent      unpredictable         animated          awesome 
cowardly         remarkable        vertical          contentedly

1. He is ____________________________ and afraid to say what he really thinks.

2. Computer-_________________ films like Finding Nemo are wonderful to watch.

3. She is __________________________, and you never know how she will react.

4. I didn’t steal the money!  I’m ________________________________________!

5. My mobile phone is a __________________ gadget because it can do so many things!

6. The mountaineer climbed up the _____________________________________ cliff.

7. She sat down _____________________ in her armchair and watched her favourite film.

8. The new Olympic stadium in Athens is _______________________________________.

Practice makes perfect!
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 5 
VERBS

Put the verbs in the correct form.

take shortcuts       bully       relate to            identify with        devote
take on          achieve          inhabit                  get a kick out of

erupt                 blame              accomplish            take after
take the bull by the horns           take for a ride             take to

resemble           accuse                       engaged in            capture

1. On holiday, he ___________________________________ all his time to his children.
2. I can ______________________________ Peter because we are both shy with girls.

3. The film was interesting because it was about everyday problems that
I could _________________________________________________________.

4. They _____________________________________ the younger boys in the school.
5. The world champion boxer believed he could ____________________ anyone and win.

6. I __________________ in order to do the project quickly but the results were not good.
7. With a lot of effort, he ______________________________ high marks in his exams.

8. Bats ________________________ dark caves during the day and go hunting at night.
9. I _________________ seeing the Greek football team win the European Championship.

10. The cat was _______________________________ catching a mouse and didn’t see me.
11. The characters in the book ___________________________________ my imagination.

12. She _____________________________________ her brother for breaking the window.

13. The volcano __________________________ , and lava came pouring down the mountain.
14. She trained hard to _____________________________ her goal and become a musician.

15. Don’t avoid it any longer.  ____________________________ and deal with the problem.
16. You were  ________________  when you bought that camera.  It’s not worth the money!

17. He really ___________________________________ his grandfather; he’s so like him!

18. I’m really tired.  Could you ______________________________ the cooking tonight?

19. You really _____________ your mother.  You have the same eyes and nose as she does.

20. She ______________________________________________ him of taking her pencil.
Practice makes perfect!
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 6 

NOUNS

itinerary          departure            vacation
expedition              pedestrian         details              fee             landmark

lodgings             accommodation
vehicle               stroller                 chaperone            host             timber
calendar          according to            age restriction         bargains      ride

1 There are some good __________________________________________ in that shop.
2. My favourite ________________________________ at Legoland is the Wave Surfer.
3. There was an ______________________ for the film so my little sister couldn’t see it.
4. ____________________ James,  Sally left work at 5 o’clock, so why isn’t she home yet?
5. Sam’s mother was a ______________________________________ at the school party.

6. They used huge lorries to bring the ______________________ down from the mountains.

7. I looked at the _______________________________ to see when my appointment was.

8. The _________________________________ made sure everyone had enough to drink.

9. She put her two-year old son in the ______________________ and took him for a walk.

10. Please make sure you lock your ___________________________________________.

11. The entrance _______________________________________ to the zoo is rather high.
12. Call 2431 – 5000 for _____________________________ about the holidays on offer.
13. The Acropolis is a well-known ___________________________________ in Greece.
14. This is an area for ____________________________________ ; no cars are allowed.
15. My ____________________________________________ are small but comfortable

16. Our holiday _________________________________________ was fairly comfortable.

17. They went on an _________________________________ to the Amazon rain forest.

18. According to the _____________________________ we will be in Paris on Monday.

19. The ______________________________ time for the next bus to Larissa is 8 o’clock.

20. They went to the Bahamas on ____________________________________ last month.

Practice makes perfect!
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 6 
ADJECTIVES

worthwhile          sensitive           irresponsible
inexpensive          overcrowding           catered           pre-purchased
separated          visual           discount            particular        artificial

1. This cake has been made with ________________ sweeteners instead of natural sugar.

2. I took up canoeing because I like this __________________________ kind of activity.

3 There are __________________________________ offers on hair products this week.

4. Video is a useful _______________________________________ aid in the classroom.

5. They became __________________ in the crowd and found each other after the match.

6. Visitors with ______________________ tickets can enter the park through the left gate.

7. It was a ___________________________________ party, and the food was excellent!

8. _____________________________________ often occurs on the London underground.

9. You can buy good, _________________________________ shoes in the street market.

10. It was __________________________ of her to leave small children alone in the house.

11. She is very ____________________________________ and her feelings are hurt easily.

12. Being a doctor is a _____________________________ profession because you help people.

Practice makes perfect!
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 6 
VERBS

Put the verbs in the correct form.

eject          comply            fail to           permit             prohibit 
look forward to               represent               misinform           deny

spin              prevent            apply to               enforce

1. The child _______________________________ round and round until he fell over.

2. The no smoking rule ____________________________ all areas of the restaurants.

3. He kept his guitar in a case to ______________________________________ damage.

4. The age restriction is strictly _______________________________ in most British pubs.

5. Diving is strictly __________________________________________ in the small pool.

6. Hotel guests are not _____________________________________________ to bring pets.

7. He _____________________________________________ lock the car and it was stolen.

8. If you fail to _________________________ with the school rules, you will be told to leave.

9. Any customers who make a noise will be ___________________________ from the cinema.

10. This trip ___________________ a wonderful opportunity for students to learn  about France.

11. I was ___________________________ about the timetable and arrived for may class at 
the wrong time.

12. He __________________________________________ breaking Mrs Brown’s window.

13. She’s ________________________________________  going to Athens at the weekend.

Practice makes perfect!
www.aglikapastras.com
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 7 
ADJECTIVES

rough         wise              curtly               potential(noun)           adventurous
recent               tremendous             awkward             compulsory            tense

1. School uniform is ________ in Britain.

2. He wanted to ask her out but he felt _______ talking to her.

3. The church raised a ________ amount of money for the tsunami survivors.

4. She is a talented singer and has the ________ to have a successful career.

5. He answered my question ______, then walked away.

6. Older people are often _____ than younger ones because of everything they
have seen and done.

7. Rugby is often a _____ sport.

8. She’s so _______ that she wants to try bungee jumping.

9. The most _____ film I saw at the cinema was Charlie and the Chocolate Factory.

10. The first time I played in the team I was nervous and _____.

Practice makes perfect!
www.aglikapastras.com
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 7 
VERBS

Put the verbs in the correct form.

stare           work out               come round                come up
put up with           encourage                  barge in on           steal a glance

mutter             glare              expel                 steer clear of
learn the ropes                    wander                 hesitate

1. I don’t know how she __________________________________ all that noise.

2. I told her that something ______________________ and I was going to be late.

3. He _________________________________ at the gym for an hour every day.

4. When I saw her strange haircut, I just stood and ___________________ at her.

5. She _________________________ at her watch not wanting to seem impatient.

6. Why don’t you _________________________ tonight and we’ll watch a DVD?

7. Pauline ________________ us in the middle of dinner and asked to speak to me.

8. The teacher ________________ the boy to talk to his mother about the problem.

9. Stop _____________________________________________ - I can’t hear you.

10. When he knocked over the chair, his father _______________________ at him.

11. He was ____________________ from school for starting a fire in the classroom.

12. When he went to college, he promised to __________________________ drugs.

13. When I started this job, it took me a while to ___________________________ .

14. I _________________________________________ through the fishing village.

15. I _______________________________ before answering the difficult question.

Practice makes perfect!
www.aglikapastras.com
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 7 
NOUNS

wide range           tournament             competition            league
contestant

whistle                    a real blow                    paragliding              judge

1. Liverpool and Panathinaikos played against each other in the Champion ______.

2. The _______ who scored the most points won a car.

3. The school painting _______ was won by Jane.

4.  He won the Wimbledon Tennis ______ last year.

5. The ______ gave her top marks for her ice-skating skills.

6. ________ is an exciting sport which makes you feel as free as a bird.

7. It was _______ when I had to cancel my holiday abroad.

8. The referee blew the ______ and the game began.

9. A ______ of sport activities are available at this sports canter.

.

Practice makes perfect!
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 8 
NOUNS

coastguard        on display        exhibition            demonstration
promotion             in charge of            qualification            search

duties                 fumes              wreck            foam                 blister
inferno            arson           for the sole purpose            

cry of distress                       agency

1. Her grandson is in the _________________________________ for the  missing puppy.
2. Does he have a teaching _______________________________________________ 

3. I was left ____________________________________ the store while my boss went out.
4. His boss gave him a ______________________________ and now he’s a sales manager.

5. In the cookery ________________________________ we learnt how to make chicken pie.
6. The ___________________________ in the museum includes vases, coins and jewellery.

7. The students’ paintings were ___________________________________ in the classroom.

8. The ________________________________________ searched for the missing fisherman.

9. He called the travel ________________________________ to ask about flights to Rome.

10 He heard a ____________________________________________ from the sinking boat.

11. He became a lawyer _______________________________________ of making money.

12. They believe the fire was a case of ______________________________, not an accident.

13. The _____________________________________________ from the car made him cough.

14. The small fire had soon turned into a terrible ____________________________________.

15. He stared at the _______________ of the train, wondering how he had survived the crash.

16. He couldn’t shave because he had run out of shaving ______________________________.

15. My new shoes caused my feet to ______________________________________________.

16. My ___________________include typing letters, answering the phone and making coffee.

Practice makes perfect!
www.aglikapastras.com
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 8 
ADJECTIVES

delighted        precise              hands-on                   intimidated
awestruck               world-renowned                    stray

1. They stayed at the ____________________________________ Hilton hotel in Paris.

2. I was ____________________________________ when I first saw the Eiffel Tower.

3. She is so __________________ by her teacher that she is afraid to ask him a question.

4. During their training, nurses get _____________________ experience in the hospital.
 

5. The witness gave the police officer _________________ details of what he had seen.

6. People in the neighborhood leave food out for the ______________________ animals.

7. I was ____________________________________ to hear that you’re getting married.

VERBS
Put the verbs in the correct form.

anticipate               apply               fainted            get my act together
set up                come in handy              fulfill               establish

wonder                  guard

1. I froze with fear, but then I ________ and moved quickly away.
2. She suddenly _______ and fell to the floor.

3. When you start work, you will have to ______ what you have learnt.

4. Police officers must learn to ________ danger.
5. The police _______ that the cause of the accidents was a hole in the road.

6.  He trained hard to _____ his ambition of becoming a professional footballer.
7. My knowledge of French _______ when we were on holiday in Paris last year.

8.  It took the photographer  a long time to ______ her equipment.
9. I was ______ if you’d like to come to my house on Saturday. 

10. Two large dogs _____ the factory at night.

Practice makes perfect!
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 9
VERBS

Put the verbs in the correct form.
keep off           download            prohibit              miss out                 show his face

keep a straight face                    keep your fingers crossed               keep up
hesitate          disapprove               appreciate            indicate         approach

disturb            considered             exchange             associate                gather
complaining                      figure out

1. Our teacher __________________________________________ of students chewing gum.
2. She hasn’t ____________________________________ how to use her digital camera yet.
3. The results of the survey ____________ that most students feel anxious about doing exams.
4. It is ____________________________________________________ rude to talk in church.
5. Stop _____________________________ about how much you have to do and start doing it!

6. When he arrived, a group of people had already ______________ outside his burning house.

7. I’m doing my homework so don’t ____________________________________________ me.

8. Shouting is not ________________________________________________ in this restaurant.

9. She _________________________________________________ before going into the room.

10. The man _________________________________________ her and asked if she was alone.
11. People _______________________________________ France with fashion and good food.
12. At the end of the holiday, we ___________________ addresses to send emails to each other.
13. The headmaster __________________________ us from using the gym after school hours.
14. You really _______________________________________ by not coming skiing with us.

15. After he made the mistake, the politician was too embarrassed to ____________________
in public.

16. It was difficult for him to____________________________________ while she was singing.

17. ________________________________________________ while I take my exams

18. Tom couldn’t __________________________________________ with the rest of the class.

19. He told the children to ________________________________________his lawn.

20. I _____________________________________________ a great computer game at home.
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 9 
ADJECTIVES

tolerant                   obviously                       convenient
inconsiderate         distracting                   reasonable               offensive
unavoidable             unacceptable      time-consuming           laid-back

1. Some people found the advertisement ___________________________ and complained.
2. Traffic is ________________________________________________ during rush hour.
3. Talking during an exam is _______________________________________________ .
4. Writing letters is too ________________________________ ; I prefer using the phone.
5. In the summer, people are more ___________________________ and less stressed out.

6. Unfortunately, she’s not very _____________________________________ of children.
7. You are not allowed to throw rubbish on the street, though _________, some people do.
8. This apartment is ____________  because it’s near the shops and the bus stop.
9. It was _______________________________________________ of him not to invite me.
10. You can make a ______________________ amount of money as a waiter in the summer.

NOUNS

request                on display              commuter             privacy
attitude             strike         revolution     alternative           in favour of

1. My father likes having a little ____________________________ to read his newspaper.

2. The early morning train is full of __________________________ on their way to work.

3. She placed her hand on the table so that her new watch was ______________________.

4. She ignored my _______________________________________ to turn the music down.

5. Some kids have a very negative ____________ to school so they cause problems in class.

6. The  _______________________________  of the crew caused problems for the airlines.

7. An ___________________________________________ to ice cream is frozen yoghurt.

8. The discovery of the new drug caused a ______________________ in modern medicine.

9.     I am ________________________________________  the use of computers in schools.
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 10 
VERBS

Put the verbs in the correct form.

graduate            apply             submit               realize
attend                 accommodate                  supply

refer to                 pass               create              look out for

1. She _____________________________________ from the University of Athens in 1998.
2. A lot of foreign students _____________________________ courses at the local college.

3. He will _______________________________________ to Yale University to study law.
4. The students must _____________________ their project work by the end of  the month.

5. The programme can ________________ students with different educational backgrounds.
6. The factory __________________________________ lots of shops in the area with toys.

7. When he got home, he ___________________________ he didn’t have his key with him.
8. I thought the teacher was __________ my essay, but he was talking about someone else’s.

9. She was furious at first, but her anger soon _____________________________________.
10. I’m _________________________________ a new web page for the company’s website.
11. Our French teacher told us to ______________________ French words in the newspaper.

ADJECTIVES

discouraged             bound to             accessible                  estimated
payable              prestigious             financial

1. He couldn’t pay his tuition fees so he asked the school for _______________________ aid.

2. Oxford and Cambridge are two of the most _____________________ universities in Britain.

3. All purchases of over 50 $ are _____________________________________ by credit card.

4. The _______________________________________________ cost of the trip will be 700 $

5. The building is ________________________________________________ to wheelchairs.

6. She is a good student and is ____________________________________ to pass the exam.

7. He felt _______________________________ by the low mark he had received in the test.
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 10 
NOUNS

section                   commitment         disaster          fraternity
participation              adaptation             requirement                   administration

tailor           announcement         recommendation                 accommodation
grant           tutor               consulate             document                   registration

orientation               scholarship              evidence

1. She went to the British ______________________ when she lost her passport on holiday.
2. He was having problems with his history course, so she offered to help him as a                     .

3. If I hadn’t received a(n)__________, I wouldn’t have been able to afford to study medicine.
4. Students sometimes find it difficult to find _____________________ that they can afford.

5. Her teacher provided her with a very good letter of _______________ and she got the job.
6. The police did not have enough __________________________________ to convict him.

7. She won a(n)___________________________________________ to study ballet in Paris.
8. The two-day ________________ programme really helped me when I began my new job.

9. Freshman __________________________________ takes place at the admission’s office.
10. This _________________________________________ shows that the farm belongs to us.

11. To find out more about kangaroos, look in the _____________________ of the book about
Australian animals.

12. _______________________________ in sporting activities is recommended for everyone.

13. Knowledge of at least two foreign languages is a ______________________ for this job.
14. My father has his suits made by a ____________________________________________.

15. She studies business ______________________________________ at Brunel University.

16. The principal made a(n) _________________ that the school would be closed for two days.
17. The film was a(n) ____________________________________ of a famous children’s story.

18. He joined a college ________________________________ and soon made several friends.
19. The school play was a(n) _____________________ – some of the students forgot what to say

and the stage collapsed!

20. He joined Greenpeace and make a lifetime ______________________ to protect the planet.
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 11
ADJECTIVES-ADVERBS

recently          uncommunicative            apparent              delicate
maturely             indifferent             efficiently              unaware
unfortunately              temporary              crucial            fragile

evident            permanently              inexplicable             irresponsible

1. He was _________________________________________ to what people thought of him.

2. The twelve-year-old boy faced the problem ____________________________________.

3. She had to rest often as her health was ________________________________________.

4. She suddenly left the room for no ______________________________________ reason.
 

5. I find him rather quiet and _________________________________________________.

6. I _______________________________________________________ saw a great movie.

7. He was ___________________________________________ and took unnecessary risks.

8. For some ______________________________ reason, my dog doesn’t like the postman.

9. They went to Greece on holiday then decided to move there _______________________.

10. It was ______________ from the expression on his face that something bad had happened.

11. The vase was so __________________________ that she didn’t allow anyone to touch it.

12. It is a _______________________________ decision so take some time to think about it.

13. The effect of the medicine is __________________________ and only lasts a few hours.

14. I was _______________________________________ of her wish to go to ballet school.

15. _______________________________________________, I didn’t get the job I wanted.

16. She worked ______________________________ all morning, and her boss was pleased.
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 11
NOUNS

coverage         connection              perception           reasoning
emotions          researchers          at the expense of            fine-tuning

outlook        development           fault          consequences       adolescents

1. ____________________________ often argue with their parents about unimportant things.

2. The ________________________________________ of taking drugs can be very serious.

3. It’s not my ______________________________________ I’m late – the bus broke down.

4. The first three years are important to a child’s __________________________________.

5. She tried to control her __________________________ when he told her he was leaving.

6. What’s the ___________________________________________ behind your decision?

7. A child’s ____________________ of a situation is usually different from that of an adult.

8. There is a _________________________________________ between the two computers.

9. He watched television ____________________________________________ his studies.

10. The mechanic said that the engine still needed some _____________________________.

11. ____________________________________________ are carrying out a study on AIDS.

12. I have a positive _________________________ and try to enjoy life as much as possible.

13. The ________________________________________ of the disaster was in all the papers.
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 11
VERBS

Put the verbs in the correct form.

let off steam           let alone              put off             resent
punish         undergo            flourish          impede

censor            make up               let .. in on

1. The bad weather is __________________________________________ the road repairs.

2. The more time she spent drawing, the more her artistic talent _____________________.

3. He had to ______________________ a very difficult training course to become a pilot.

4. Her parents _______________ her by not letting her go out with her friends for a week.

5. I _____________________________________the fact that my parents don’t trust me.

6. We’ve ___________________________ the match until next Saturday, due to the rain.

7. He can hardly ride a bike, _______________________________________ drive a car!

8. When she’s upset about something, she works in the garden to __________________.

9. He heard them discussing it so they ______him_______ the plans for the surprise party.
 

10. After a lot of thought, she ________________________her mind to buy the green dress.
 

11. Parents should ______________________ which TV programmes their children watch.
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 12
ADJECTIVES

vividly          satisfactory              surrounded              imaginary
inexplicable             former

1. The fairytale is set in a(n)___________________________________________ world.

2. Their house is ________________________________________________ by trees.

3. His disappearance is ___________________ ; no one knows what happened to him.

4. His boss told him that his work was not _____ and that he would have to try harder.

5. He described the trip so _________________________ that I felt I’d been with him!

6. The ______________ president of the USA, Bill Clinton, likes to play the saxophone.

VERBS
Put the verbs in the correct form.

get through              smash             come across              head for
pick up              work out              abduct            convince

1. I’m _____________ she was lying when she said she was out as I saw a light in her window.

2. The men _______________________________________________  the boy from his home.

3. The boy kicked the ball and ________________________________________ the window.

4. While I was tidying up, I __________________________________ some old school books.

5. They go into the car and ______________________________________________ London.

6. He _____________________________________________ from my house at eight o’clock.

7. He doesn’t speak English very well, which is why I’m having difficulty _________ to him.

8. He keeps fit by ____________________________ four times a week.
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B2 Level
Vocabulary Practice

Nouns – Verbs - Adjectives

UNIT 12 
NOUNS

clearing            dormitory              purpose            boarding school
weightlessness                             fuel                  squid

account              curse                 logbook            personal belongings
lifeboat                  greeting               occurrence            wheel

1. With the captain at the __________________________________, the ship sailed to sea.

2. There was a strange _______________ in this area – some local people saw a spaceship!

3. She saw her neighbour  across the street and called out a ________________________.

4. The captain ordered all the passengers onto the _____________ as the ship was sinking.

5. The passengers were told to collect their __________________ before leaving the train.

6. The captain wrote in the __________________________________________ every day.

7. In the story, the witch put a _________________ on the prince and he turned into a frog.

8. His __________________________ of his camel ride across the desert was really funny.

9. They came to a _______________ in the forest, where they sat and ate their sandwiches.

10. Astronauts experience __________________________________ when they are in space.

11. Eight girls shared my ________________________________________at boarding school.

12. The plan had enough _____________________________________ to fly for six hours.

13. I like eating grilled ______________________________________________________.

14. She goes to a _________________________________________ and misses her family.

15. It wasn’t an accident; he hit me on __________________________________________.
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